
Would you consider using TeenSafe Control for 
your child’s phone even after they are 18 years 

old (e.g. when they borrow your car)?

https://www.teensafe.com/blog/teens-and-distracted-driving-facts-and-statistics/
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Here are the results!

Do you know any teens who have been 
involved in a distracted driving accident?

40% YES 60% NO

if your children were (or are) old enough 
to drive, would you use TeenSafe Control 

to prevent distracted driving?

How do you keep tabs on when your child 
is driving and when they arrive safely?

What rules have you employed to 
enforce distraction-free driving?

“I talk to my child 
about distracted driving 
as often as I can.”

“I use apps like TeenSafe 
Control to ensure they 
aren’t distracted.”

“I set a good example 
through my own 
driving habits.”

What are the primary ways you 
have used TeenSafe Control?

Pause child’s 
phone to prevent
distracted driving

Pause child’s 
phone for dinner 
or family time

Pause child’s 

phone for 

bedtime

Pause child’s phone 

for school, study or

homework time

I have not yet 

used the TeenSafe 

Control app

What are the leading factors 
that contribute to teen 
distracted driving incidents?

Texting while 
driving

Using an app or 
social media while 
driving

Other phone-related 
contributing incident

Talking on the 
phone while driving

Emotional 
distractions 
(breakup,depression, 

bullying, etc.

Distracted by 
friends in vehicle

Teens and Distracted Driving: 

The most common answers:

The most common answers:

On Car Insurance

52.00%

76.00%

91.00%

21.00%

36.00%

33.00%

46.00%23.00%

75.00%

44.00%

52.00%

“Phones are only 
allowed in the backseat
or the trunk.”

“Bluetooth hands-
free must be on 
while driving.”

“If my child gets a ticket 
or an accident, they’re 
responsible for the insurance.”

92% YES 8% NO

79% YES 21% NO

“I use the phone’s 
GPS or a location 

tracker.”

“I have my child 
send a text or call 
when they arrive.”

“I don’t let 
my child drive 
without me.”

“I trust my child 
to drive safely, so 
I don’t keep tabs.”

How much per month do you currently 
pay for family car insurance?

72.00%

17.00%

5.00%

2.00%

1.00%

$200-$350

$351-$500

$501-$650

$651-800

$800-$1000

What services or incentive programs 
are offered by your insurance company 
to help prevent teen distracted driving?

were not aware of any services 
or incentives o�ered by their insurance 
company to stop distracted driving.77% 

???

Parents know that distracted driving is an 
important issue. It’s no wonder that car 
insurance companies raise their rates 
when a teen driver is added to the plan.

With TeenSafe Control, parents can take 
initiative in protecting their child each 
time they are behind the wheel! 

Parents can use the PAUSE button to disable 
a teen’s phone at bedtime, during study time, 
and most importantly--while driving! 

How is Distracted Driving 
affecting America’s teens? 

TeenSafe surveyed 
400 parents to find out. 


